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Why are DC important?

- **Basic science**: understanding immune responses

- **Clinical translation**: role in disease processes, therapeutic targets, vaccination

Define DC profile and function in infection/inflammation
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INSIST ON DC SUBSET FUNCTION
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Role in anti-viral immune response
Major implications for vaccine design

Haniffa, Immunity, 2012
Schlitzer, Immunity, 2013
Human skin program: Dendritic cells in health and disease
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II
Identify molecular targets
Validation in preclinical model

Healthy vs Disease

I & II
Human skin program: 
Dendritic cells in health and disease

Skin platform: cutaneous inflammation and immune profiling

Identification of DC subsets in chronic inflammatory skin diseases using flow cytometric analysis (Dr Mark Tang)

Evolution of cutaneous DCs populations with age and in UV exposed zones (photo-aging)

Immune responses to Propionibacterium acnes: Role of dendritic cells subsets in the pathophysiology of Acne Vulgaris
Identification of DC subsets in chronic inflammatory skin diseases using flow cytometric analysis (Dr Mark Tang and Dr Amelie Seghers)

Atopic dermatitis  
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Identification of DC subsets in chronic inflammatory skin diseases using flow cytometric analysis
(Dr Mark Tang and Dr Amelie Seghers)

Immune phenotyping

Blood

Skin
Identification of DC subsets in chronic inflammatory skin diseases using flow cytometric analysis
(Dr Mark Tang and Dr Amelie Seghers)

Immune phenotyping
Sorting of pure DC populations
Low-density array by nanostring
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Immune profiling
Immune Pathways
Correlation with clinical score
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